
The common issue that most people run into while importing CSV files with 

geometry and it’s not appearing on top of your map because the cordinate 

system is off.

 

In order for these geometry to join with each other. The CRS of each layer has to 

match and the cordinate that we are working in is EPSG:3435

Here is how to change the CSV layer’s CRS(cordinate) to match the map so you 

can use it to join with other shapefiles.

You almost have to do this everytime you import in a CSV file with geometry.



To check or change your layer’s CRS

1/ double click 

     on layer
2/ click hereCRS is in USER:1000

incorrect. We want EPSG:3435

3/select EPSG: 3435 

    then OK



Here I have the census block shapefile as my base.

To import CSV file use LAYER > add Delimited Text Layer



here I am importing in the CSV file for the DIVVY stations. make sure the x and y  boxes are filled in.



Here even though all the locations 

are placed correctly on the map but 

the CRS is incorrect because it is on 

EPSG:4326.....we want EPSG: 3435. 

But if you change the CRS to 

EPSG:3435 in the layer’s menus similar to what I did with this 

census block file this will happen>>>>> NEXT PAGE



so...... this happens

You will have to keep the CRS at its 

original cordinate EPSG:4326

To make this layer match the census 

black shapefile you will have to save 

the layer as a NEW LAYER.



3/ change to correct 

cordinate then ok

2/ when you save the layer as a new 

file you are allowed to change the 

CRS



On another note. When in doubt, you are having trouble gettting some resulting from spatial 

joining of table joining. 

Just save the layer as a new layer. 

This process usually simplify the layer to its own entity instead of being attach to another layer

double click on the 

new layer to check its 

CRS

the DIVVY layer is now on the right 

location and the CRS matches with 

your work space. (EPSG:3435)

Now you can use this layer to spatial 

join with out any problem.


